Complementing GDP and HDI: Towards an
integrated resource use index of nations and
businesses
Maria Rosario Chan, Cement Sustainability Initiative
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WBCSD member companies
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24 CSI member companies around the world

2002
2006
Now

Operate in more than 100 countries
One third global cement production
Two thirds outside of China
3
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Role of the CSI
• The CSI is a voluntary, CEO-led initiative of the leading companies in the
global cement business
• The CSI provides a platform for cooperation, working under the auspices
of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)
• The CSI aims to be the partner of choice for international stakeholders,
including governments, trade associations, civil societies and other sectors
• The CSI strives to be recognized as the key voice on sustainable
development for the global cement industry
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CSI Work Program
Agenda for Action (2002)
Measure, report, verify (+ reduce)
 CO2 and Energy Management
 Use of fuels and raw materials
 Air emissions
 Safety
 Land use
 Communications

 Sustainable use of concrete
CSI Future review (2010)
 Water
 Co-processing
 Supply chain management

 Biodiversity

CSI Progress Report (2012)
 Summarizes achievements and maps
CSI vision and activities for future
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Cement and Concrete in the Circular Economy

Source: CEMBUREAU
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Vision and scope of resource efficiency indices for
the cement and ready-mix concrete sector

Vision:
The resource efficiency indices for the cement and readymix concrete sector will highlight resource efficiency or
circularity in the sector and provide an incentive for others
to adopt effective measures and instruments.
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Vision and scope of resource efficiency indices for
the cement and ready-mix concrete sector
Focus: Direct impacts of cement and ready-mix concrete. In a later
stage, the indices could be extended to building components as well as
modern construction.
Scope: The indices should give a global picture of all relevant
sustainability aspects including
• energy use,
• material use,
• land use and
• water use
Where possible, related social and economic information should be
considered.
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Steps for building a resource efficiency index

Make an
inventory of
relevant
environmental
and economic
data

Define an
economic
reference
indicator (an
indicator relating
the resource
input to a given
output)

Define resource
categories to be
included, and
aggregation
methods within
resource
categories.

Define methods
to aggregate
across resources/
weighting
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SMARTER criteria
There is currently no consensus on what indicators or indices are the
best ones to be used to measure resource efficiency, but they should
be:
S pecific
M easurable
A ttainable
R elevant
T imely
E valuated
R eviewed
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Energy use - Indicators
Clinker production

Cement production

E00 Thermal energy use per
tonne of clinker

E06 Electrical energy use per
tonne of cement (scope
1, 2 and at a later stage
scope 3)
E07 Renewable energy per
tonne of cement
E08 Substitute waste fuel
used per tonne of
cement
E09 TSR

E01 Electrical energy use per
tonne of clinker
E02 Renewable energy

E03 Substitute waste fuel
used per tonne of clinker
E04 Thermal substitution rate
(TSR)
E05 Energy generation, waste
heat recovery

Ready-mix concrete
production
E10 Electrical energy use

Data sources:
"Getting the Numbers Right"
GNR database
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Energy use - aggregation options
Methods

Description

Ecological Scarcity
Method

Assignment of weights to
different sources of
energy

+

Differentiation between
the amount of energy
used and its «quality»,
i.e. availability, scarcity,
durability

+

Own way of aggregating
indicators

+

+

+

-

Broad use in the
scientific community
Weights can be
adjusted to the goals
set

-

Indicators need to be
adjusted to fit the
method

Indicators can be
used as defined
High level of freedom

-

Might not have a
strong backing in
research community
Difficult to compare
with other indicators

-
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Energy use - suggestion for aggregation
Weight
(tbd)

PRODUCTION STAGE
READY-MIX
CONCRETE

CEMENT

CEMENT & READY-MIX CONCRETE

AMOUNT

Thermal Energy
use per ton of
cement
available

Amount of Thermal GOAL:
Energy per ton
Target
available

100%
of tbd

QUALITY

Thermal
Subsitution Rate
available

Quality/Source of
Thermal Energy
available

x% of
total
thermal
energy use

Availability
Scarcity
Durability

AMOUNT

QUALITY
Availability
Scarcity
Durability

Electrical energy
use per ton of
cement
available
Waste Heat
Recovery
available
Renewable energy
per ton of cement
not available

+

Electrical
energy use per
ton of ReadyMix
not available

Weight
(tbd)

GOAL:
Target

Amount of
Electrical Energy
per ton
not fully available

GOAL:
Target

Quality/Source of
Electrical Energy
not fully available

GOAL:
Target

100%
of tbd

x% of
total
electrical
energy use

2/3

1/3

Thermal
Energy
Efficiency
Scale:
0-100%

1/2

Energy
Efficiency
Index
Scale:
0-100%

2/3

1/3

Electrical
Energy
Efficiency
Scale:
0-100%

1/2
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Water use
Clinker
production
n.a.

- Indicators

Cement production

Ready-mix concrete production

W01

W05

Total water withdrawal by
source

Total water withdrawal by
source

W01.1 Amount of fresh water

W05.1 Amount of fresh water

W01.2 Amount of non-fresh water

W05.2 Amount of non-fresh water

W02

Water consumption

W06

Water consumption

W03

Water discharged

W07

Water discharged

W04

Availability of water recycling
system

W08

Availability of water recycling
system
Water used for aggregates
(data at company level)

W09
W?

Indicators for positive water
use
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Social and economic impact
1. Direct and indirect job creation in the industry/ sector
2. Addition options
– Socio-economic footprint of a cement factory
– Stakeholder value for the sector, e.g. integrated profit and loss
statement
– Associated benefits for the community (waste processing, etc.)
– Job creation, local business development
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Conclusions
1. Cement is a resource intensive industry (energy, materials,
water, land).
2. Economic reference indicator proposed is “per ton
product” produced.
3. Data availability on energy use is highest in comparison
with other categories. Data gaps exist, in particular, for
water, land, and materials.
4. Aggregation within resource categories (and between
resource categories) proves quite challenging.
5. What indicators constitute “social – economic impacts” are
still to be defined.
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Thank you

CSI is a member-led program of the
World Business Council for Sustainable Development
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The Cement Sector: Direct impacts
Biodiversity impacts
• Physical alteration of the landscape: changes or loss of
habitat
• Disturbance: noise, vibration and dust creation
• Potential impacts for local water supply
• Traffic movements
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The Cement Sector: Direct impacts

If managed appropriately, site level impacts can be
positive e.g.:
-

Wetland creation
Habitat improvement - Net Positive Impact
Social/education/recreational benefits (after quarrying)
Increased biodiversity
Business risks averted; opportunities taken
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The Cement Sector: Indirect impacts
• Increasing focus on upstream and downstream impacts,
these equally apply to most industries,development projects

• Impacts of climate change on biodiversity and associated
implications for e.g.:
• Food production
• Supply of medicinal compounds
• Spread of disease

• Erosion – from habitat clearance –increases risk of
siltation downstream & flooding
• Industrial activities can facilitate incursion of invasive
species – weeds and pest animals
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Risks and opportunities
Category

Business Risk (e.g.)

Business Opportunity (e.g.)

Operational

Inadequate local water supply for
essential operational purposes

Investment in water infrastructure & systems
(e.g. water recycling, rainwater capture)
ensures supply to factory but also to local
communities, many of whom may be
employees

Legal

Failure to comply with legal waste
and emissions standards leading to
restriction of operations

Qualification for tax credits, levies and
subsidies, based on demonstration of legal
compliance

Financial

Fines arising from environmental
negligence; Cost of flood damage
recovery.

Waste diversion & recycling reduces impacts
on natural environment & can large bring cost
savings through reduction in energy/fuel bills

Reputational/
market

‘Backlash’: Customers avoid
products/brand names associated
with environmental degradation

Growth in sales of more ecologically sensitive
products
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